HOW TO PLAY

High Card Flush

High Card Flush
THE BASICS

High Card Flush is a card game played with a standard 52 card deck.
There are multiple bets to be made by the Player. Ranking of hands are
based upon the number of cards of the same suit (a Flush) in the Player’s
or Dealer’s hand. The Ante and Raise bets correspond to the Player’s
hand versus the Dealer’s hand. The Flush and Straight Flush bets are
based upon comparing the Player’s hand to the paytable. These wagers
remain in action even if the Player folds during play and forfeits their
Ante and Raise bets.
Each Player plays against the Dealer. The game starts with each Player
placing an Ante, Flush and/or Straight Flush bet and receiving seven
cards. The Ante Bet must always be placed but the Flush and Straight
Flush bets are optional. If the Flush and Straight Flush bets are placed
they must be made before the Player receives any cards. The object is to
have more cards of the same suit (a Flush) than the Dealer, regardless of
suit or the highest order Flush.

TYPES OF BETS

Ante Bet wins when your Flush is higher than the Dealer’s Flush, or if the
Dealer does not qualify.
Raise Bet allows you to bet up to three (3) times your Ante bet,
depending on your Flush. The better your hand, the more you can wager.
The Dealer must qualify in order for you to win this bet.
Flush Bet compares to the Flush paytable for great odds.
Straight Flush Bet compares to the Straight Flush paytable and allows
a guest to win big! The larger the Straight Flush the larger the win!
The Ante and Raise bets compare against the Dealer’s hand, while the
Flush and Straight Flush bets compare to those independent paytables.

HAND RANKINGS & PAYOFFS
Player Hand
Ante and Raise Bets
Ante (when Dealer does not qualify)
Ante and Raise (when Player beats Dealer)
Flush Bets
7 Card
6 Card
5 Card
4 Card
Straight Flush Bets
7 Card
6 Card
5 Card
4 Card
3 Card

Payoff
1 to 1
1 to 1
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1
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7
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Gratuities may be offered in return for providing great guest service. You can offer
a gratuity by giving a chip to your dealer or server. You may also wager your chip
on behalf of the dealer by placing it with any bet that you make for yourself.
If you have any questions, ask your dealer. Gambling problem? Call 800.522.4700.

